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QUESTION 1

Which is a reason for releasing a product into a staging area? 

A. It enables the faster delivery of changes 

B. It supports regulatory compliance checking 

C. It enables a phased Waterfall approach 

D. It supports management by exception 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://publications.axelos.com/prince2agile2016/content.aspx?
page=pra_170andshowNav=trueandexpandNav=true#:~:text=Typical%20reasons%20for%20inclusion%
20of,of%20validation%20and%20verification%20process 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement describes the Kanban approach? 

A. It is used to make system improvements using visualization and by controlling work in progress 

B. It is an iterative timeboxed approach that helps teams generate value 

C. It was originally focused in creating new companies and is now used to speed up product delivery 

D. It has defined processes, products and roles used to iteratively deliver outputs using timeboxing 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://publications.axelos.com/prince2agile2016/content.aspx?
showNav=trueandexpandNav=trueandpage=PRA_244 

 

QUESTION 3

Why is Lean Startup included in the `starting up a project\\' process in PRINCE2 Agile? 

A. Because it explains how a small company can grow using traditional technologies 

B. Because it is designed to manage projects, delivering products in timeboxes 

C. Because it enables agile to be used in challenging and uncertain situations 

D. Because running a project and setting up a new business are the same 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://publications.axelos.com/PRINCE2Agile2016/content.aspx?
page=pra_127andshowNav=trueandexpandNav=true 
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QUESTION 4

Which statement about the waterfall methodology definition is CORRECT? 

A. It states that deadlines should not be moved 

B. It has distinct goals for each stage of development 

C. It is a behavior that involves making things transparent 

D. It promotes the use of experiments carried out in a scientific way 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.lucidchart.com/blog/agile-vs-waterfall-vs-kanban-vs-scrum 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement explains how the `learn from experience\\' principle is applied in an agile context? 

A. It focuses on the prioritization and decomposition of requirements 

B. It integrates releases within management stages 

C. It is supported by the `inspect and adapt\\' concept 

D. It provides guidance on mapping PRINCE2 roles to an agile environment 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://publications.axelos.com/prince2agile2016/content.aspx?
showNav=trueandexpandNav=trueandpage=PRA_46 
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